Spatial Technology Talks
This is a semi-regular series, hosted by spatial@ucsb, which aims to promote discussion
and interaction within the university’s spatial technology community and
also share tools and techniques for mapping and spatial analysis.

SoundMap
Jon Jablonski
August 18, 2014
First results: SoundMap
Known as the SoundMap, the project conducted a wayfinding and navigation study of the
Library in its much reduced construction footprint, evaluated the building’s existing navigation
aids, and created a series of visualizations of the building that can be used to inform new
floorplans for the renovated and expanded Library, scheduled to open in the Fall of 2015.
The SoundMappers also attempted to deploy a sensor network around the building to measure
the volume of ambient sound in realtime, in the hopes of building a web map allowing users to
identify quiet contemplative spaces, active conversational spaces, and spaces being disrupted
by workers.

Removing Terrorist Group Leaders
Yasutaka Tominaga
Osaka University, Japan

October 23, 2014
Abstract: Using data on 180 terrorist groups from 1970 to 2008, this study assesses the
diffusion effect of the decapitation strategy of target killing and capturing terrorist group
leaders on terrorist activities. Current findings of extant literature on the effect of the
decapitation strategy are indeterminate, arguing that it acts as a deterrent, causes disruption,
and results in a backlash effect, partly because these studies fail to take into account the crosssectional correlation among terrorist groups, such as spatial auto-correlation and social
networks. Spatial econometrics literature has clarified that lacking the consideration of these
correlation biases the result estimation. This study utilizes a spatial econometrics method, the
Spatially Lagged Explanatory model (SLX), and analyzes the direct effect and the diffusion effect
of the decapitation strategy. For the estimation, I identify the group location based on a
geographical information system (GIS) under certain assumptions, and use difference-indifferences techniques.
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Introduction

Basic Elements of Terrorism
1. Political Objectives
-

Di↵erence from crimes

2. Civilians as targets
-

Di↵erence from guerrilla warfare

3. Use of violence or a threat of its use
4. Non-state actors
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Trends of Terrorism
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Introduction
Does removing terrorist group leaders work for
reducing or ending its activities?
Previous studies have said that removing terrorist leaders
may have . . .
- Deterrence e↵ect
- Disruption e↵ect
- Backlash e↵ect
=) But findings have been indeterminate . . .
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Spatial Distribution of Terrorism
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Problem
Estimation Methodology

Terrorism studies have found non-randomness of terrorist incidents
(Midlarsky et al. 1980; Heyman and Mickolus 1980; Hamilton and Hamilton
1983; Braithwaite and Li 2007; Horowitz 2010; etc.)
Suppose that a dependent variable y (n ⇥ 1) is spatially correlated and the true
specification can be expressed as:
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Unless ⇢ = 0, the estimate is biased.
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Spatial Di↵usion
Direct Di↵usion and Indirect Di↵usion

Spatial dependence also implies di↵usion e↵ect
Spatial Di↵usion
a phenomenon originates at location i and time t1 expands to location
j and time t2 through the role of transmitter and receiver (i 6= j)
Mechanisms of Di↵usion (Removing a Terrorist Group Leader)
1
Direct Di↵usion
Reflect extant relations (e.g. Alliance)
2

Indirect Di↵usion
Change of cost-benefit by situation change
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Di↵usion E↵ect of Decapitation
E↵ect from Cutting Networks
When terrorist groups have structured and sustainable
relationships with other groups (i.e. outsource some of the
processes of terrorist activities), it becomes harder for terrorist
groups to continue their activities as the suppliers may be thrown
into chaos by decapitation.
Deterrent E↵ect
After a successful decapitation of a terrorist group leader, leaders
of other terrorist groups may develop fear of being in the same
situation and hence refrain from conducting additional attacks or
planning large scale attacks, as these may increase the visibility
of his terrorist group(s).
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Direct Diffusion

Indirect Diffusion
Risk Uncertainty

Resources and Information

Intervention
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Direct Diffusion
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Direct Diffusion

Indirect Diffusion

Hierarachical Diffusion
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Spatial Di↵usion
Contagious and Hierarchical Di↵usion

1

Contagious Di↵usion
the di↵usion process that is non-selective in actors, but restricted to a
local area; meaning that nearly all individuals are a↵ected within a
certain area and frictional by geographical distance

2

Hierarchical Di↵usion
the di↵usion process that is selective, and not restricted to a local area;
meaning that its e↵ect is not frictional by geographical distance and
the intensity of the di↵usion e↵ect may vary depending on the degree
of connectivity between units
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Di↵usion E↵ect of Decapitation (3)
Capturing and Killing

Killing a Leader of a Terrorist Group
} Deterrence e↵ect

- clear signaling on what will happen next ! Increase risk uncertainty

E↵ect from cutting networks

- no information withdrawn upon connected groups

Direct and indirect di↵usion
Capturing a Leader of a Terrorist Group
4 Deterrence e↵ect

- not clear as to how a captured leader will be treated

} E↵ect from cutting networks

- information withdrawn from a captured leader

More e↵ect through direct di↵usion
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Research Design
Data: Independent and Dependent Variables

(IV) Decapitation of Terrorist Groups
- Data Source: Price (2012)
- Terrorist groups that have conducted at least four attacks
resulting in one or more fatalities
- Focus only on the top leader or co-leaders
- 180 groups from 1970 to 2008
- 72 targeted killings and 82 capturing

(DV) Intensity of Terrorist Attacks
- Data Source: Global Terrorism Database
- Casualties (the number of people killed and wounded)
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Research Design
Data: Locations and Weight Matrices (1)

Locating Terrorist Groups

(a) Terrorist Incidents (b) Boundary of Outermost
Location

(c) 30 Miles Bu↵ered

Incidents
Source: Global Terrorism Database (Event data) and ESRI (Map)

Assumption
Regardless of group characteristics, the distance from the cell sites to the target
sites is within 30 miles (Rosmmo and Harries 2011; Smith et al. 2008)
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Research Design
Data: Locations and Weight Matrices (2)

In the next step . . .
I will apply overlay analysis to find more realistic geographical areas
- Rough Terrains
- Land Suitability
- Proximity to National
Boarders
- Population Density
- Economic Underdevelopment
- Ethnicity
- Weak Governance
- Natural Resources
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Research Design
Data: Locations and Weight Matrices (3)

(Spatial) Weight Matrices
- N ⇥ N positive matrix W
- wij = 1 if i and j are neighbors, and wij = 0 otherwise
- W is often row-normalized
wij
⇤
P
wij =
j wij

- W can be used in modeling of social influence (Leenders 2002)
W in this study is
- 7020 ⇥ 7020 matrix
- Spatial weight matrix constructed of 4 nearest neighbors
- Weight matrix constructed of alliance networks of terrorist
groups (Horowitz and Potter 2013)
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Research Design
Estimation Methods

Spatial Lagged Explanatory (SLX) model
y = X + Wspatial X ✓1 + Walliance X ✓2 + "
- is a direct e↵ect and ✓ is indirect e↵ect (di↵usion e↵ect)
- Other variables include:
- Country Level:
ln(GDP), ln(Population), ln(Military Expenditure), State Repression, Polity2
-

Group Level:
Group Age, ln(Distance to Boarder), Group Size, Group Types, Group Goals

Identification Strategy
- Di↵erence-in-Di↵erences
- Multiple Interventions ! First decapitation
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Results (1)
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Results (2)
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Results (3)

Variables
Killing
Arrest

Direct E↵ect
58.4
75.24

Di↵usion E↵ect
(Spatial)
-70.9
-6.9

Di↵usion E↵ect
(Alliance)
-37.1
-24.3

- Targeted killing of a terrorist group leader decreases the intensity of
terrorist attacks by other groups operating in neighboring area by
70.9% and alliance groups by 37.1%.
- Capturing a leader of a terrorist group increases the intensity of
terrorist attacks from the decapitated group by 75.24% (support for
backlash e↵ect) though it does not cause any di↵usion e↵ect.
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Conclusion

Potential Implications
- For a government with many terrorist groups in its territory,
targeted killing of a terrorist group leader can deter other groups
operating in neighboring area.
- For terrorist groups that are connected to each other but located
in di↵erent regions, targeted killing of a leader can decrease the
intensity of their terrorist attacks.
- Contrary to the opinion that capturing a leader is more fruitful,
arresting a leader increase the intensity of terrorist attacks.
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Google’s Geo-Tools for Research and the Classroom
Ian Irmischer
November 13, 2014
Geography Ph.D. student Ian Irmischer gave an overview of practical online tools to collect,
host, analyze, visualize, and publish map data using the power of the cloud, focusing on Google
Earth Engine and Open Data Kit (ODK) Collect.

Geo for Higher Education – Some Reflections

-

Great networking
Mountain view, CA
Free Workshop
Univ. Professor focused
Intro for grants

Agenda
• Introduction to Google Geo Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Google Maps
Fusion Tables
Google Maps Engine
Map Gallery
Google Earth
Tour builder
Earth Engine
Field Data Collection – ODK Collect

• Demo of Google Earth Engine
• Demo of ODK Collect

Fusion Tables
• Overview – Google’s Visualization Spreadsheet
• Import Data
• Public Data
• Visualization Tools
• Maps
• Publishing
• Online Overview
• Quick Example

Google Maps Engine
• A scalable and secure mapping platform powered
by the Google Cloud
1. Upload geo data to the google cloud
2. Manage, Style and publish maps online

3. Collaborate and share data layers with colleagues and
students.

Upload your mapping and GIS data
• Vector: Shapefiles and Tabfiles

• Vector Tables: CSV (points only)
• Raster/Image: GeoTiff, Sid, JPEG ect
• Keyhole Markup: KML, KMZ
• Most projections, Coord systems, datums

Tour Builder
• Show, Teach, Explain, Immerse
• Google Earth Story Telling Platform
• Integrates text, photos, videos, sound

Google Earth Engine
- Access to over 40 years of geospatial data (with daily updates)
- Scientific algorithms to analyze that data (as well as your own data)
- Google's computer clusters to analyze the data

cloud-based remote sensing &
geographic analysis

Google
Movie

https://earthengine.google.org/timelapse

Tutorial – Proving it works.
• Image Classification in the Earth Engine Playground
• https://earthengine.google.org/#workspace

• Image Differencing in the Earth Engine Coding API
• https://ee-api.appspot.com/

NDVI Differencing – API Code
var collection =
ee.ImageCollection('LANDSAT/L5_L1T_32DAY_NDVI');
var image2000 = collection.filterDate(
'2000-01-01', '2000-12-31').median();
var image2010 = collection.filterDate(
'2010-01-01', '2010-12-31').median();
var difference = image2010.subtract(image2000);
addToMap(difference,
{min:'-0.5', max:'0.5', palette:'FF0000,000000,00FF00'});

centerMap(-122.42, 37.71, 14);
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Earth Engine Summary
Easily accessible satellite imagery and vectors
Methods for performing analyses with those data
Parallelized and run in the Google cloud

Field Data Collection
• Collect data using mobile devises
• Phone has many time sensors (camera, GPS, Barometer)
• Carry one device

• Pre-created forms for quick input
• Create drop-down domains for data quality

• Automatically populates to a data table
• Upload automatically to cloud
• Ready for Mapping via Maps Engine

Field Data Collection

Create
Near
realtime
forms with
dataODK
collection
Build
Validate

Create forms
ODK Build (simple) XLS
Forms (complex)

Collect Data
ODK Collect

Analyze Data

Google Maps Engine &
Google Earth Engine

Publish Maps

Submit Data to
Maps Engine

Odk
Movie

ODK Tutorial
• Create Form
• http://build.opendatakit.org/

• Upload to ODK Aggregate API
• Download to form to mobile devise
• Collect Data
• Upload to online storage
• https://ianfirsttest.appspot.com/Aggregate.html#manag
ement/forms///

• Map

ODK Tutorial
• Create Form
• http://build.opendatakit.org/

• Upload to ODK Aggregate API
• Download to form to mobile devise
• Collect Data
• Upload to online storage
• https://ianfirsttest.appspot.com/Aggregate.html#manag
ement/forms///

• Map

ODK Tutorial
• Create Form
• http://build.opendatakit.org/

• Upload to ODK Aggregate API
• Download to form to mobile devise
• Collect Data
• Upload to online storage
• https://ianfirsttest.appspot.com/Aggregate.html#manag
ement/forms///

• Map

Field Data Collection
• Collect data using mobile devises
• Phone has many time sensors (camera, GPS, Barometer)
• Carry one device

• Pre-created forms for quick input
• Create drop-down domains for data quality

• Automatically populates to a data table
• Upload automatically to cloud
• Ready for Mapping via Maps Engine

References
Image Classification Tutorial

• https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JWOi5nTteJ4Fz7TaWyiXZTszyE
D4NijlR7cVcDvfpC8/edit#

Link to a lot of great slides and tutorials for Google Geo

• http://geoforhighered2014.earthoutreach.org/training-materials#TOCIntroduction-to-Google-s-Geo-Tools-Part-3---Google-Earth-Engine
• http://geoforgood2014.earthoutreach.org/training-materials

Link to youtube descriptions of Earth Engine

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fcq-q7HLOZ0
• https://www.google.com/earth/outreach/tools/earthengine.html
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhNBNWTQso8

2014 Geo for Higher Ed Summit Homepage

• http://geoforhighered2014.earthoutreach.org/home

ODK Videos

• https://opendatakit.org/

Summary
• Introduction to Google Geo Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Google Maps
Fusion Tables
Google Maps Engine
Map Gallery
Google Earth
Tour builder
Earth Engine
Field Data Collection – ODK Collect

• Demo of Google Earth Engine
• Demo of ODK Collect

Integrating Esri’s ArcGIS Pro and ArcGIS Online
Scott Prindle and Thomas Jensen
January 29, 2015
A workflow was demonstrated to show compilation of data to be authored in ArcGIS Pro as a
hosted feature service in ArcGIS Online. The hosted feature service is then added to a web map
and incorporated in a web application for added functionality. The finished product will then
then be shared. This scenario is useful when the geoprocessing power of ArcGIS Pro is needed
to create data, but the ease and speed of sharing through ArcGIS Online need to be leveraged.
Scott Prindle is an alumnus of UCSB’s geography and psychology undergraduate programs and
has been an Esri Support Analyst for the past 4 years specializing in Server and Online
technologies.
Thomas Jensen is an alumnus of UCSB’s geography graduate program and has been an Esri
support analyst for the past year and a half. He specializes in raster, 3D analyst, spatial analyst,
and LiDAR issues.

Geotagged Photos and Urban Areas of Interest
Yingjie Hu
April 27, 2015
Geography Ph.D. candidate Yingjie Hu presented “Extracting and Understanding Urban Areas of
Interest Using Geotagged Photos,” a talk and web demonstration. Hu is a member of the STKO
Lab and has held internships at Esri’s Applications Prototype Lab. His research focuses on the
semantics of geographic information.
Urban areas of interest (AOI) refer to the sub-regions within an urban environment that attract
people’s attentions. Such areas often have high exposure to the general public, and receive a
large number of visits. As a result, urban AOI can reveal useful information for city planners,
transportation analysts, and location-based service providers to plan new business, extend
existing infrastructure, and so forth. Urban AOI exist in people’s perceptions and are defined by
their behaviors. Social media data record the interactions of users with their surrounding
environment, and therefore have the potential to uncover interesting urban area. This paper
presents a methodology framework to extracting and understanding urban AOI using Flickr
data. Six different cities from six different countries have been selected for this study, and Flickr
data covering these cities in the past ten years (2004–2014) have been retrieved. We identify
AOI using DBSCAN clustering method, understand AOI by extracting distinctive tags and
preferable photos, and discuss the potential insights derived from the AOI. An online prototype
has also been implemented as a proof-of-concept. While Flickr data have been used in this
study, the proposed method can also be applied to other geotagged photo data.

Semi-automated Detection and Counting of Gray Whales
Kevin Sullivan
May 14, 2015
We describe a system that we have developed which detects gray whale blows and uses these
blow detections to infer how many whales are migrating along the California coast. The blows
are automatically detected using video from three infrared cameras stationed at a NOAA facility
at Granite Canyon, CA. The automated system detects most of the blows, but also detects some
false alarms, which are removed using a tool that displays video segments of putative blows to
a human operator who verifies or denies the presence of the blow. All verified blows are
presented to automated tracking software, which infers how many whales are present based
on the detections, the time of year, and whale respiration statistics. We will present a brief
description of the system and provide the results of a comparison to a team of trained marine
mammal observers supplied by NOAA.
Kevin Sullivan received an M.S. in Mechanical Engineering in 1985 from the University of
California at Santa Barbara. Since then, he has worked at Toyon Research Corporation, a small
business located in Goleta, CA, primarily engaged in defense contracting. While at Toyon,
Sullivan worked on a variety of projects involving signal processing, automated tracking and
data fusion, sensor resource management, and sensor platform control. Current efforts include
the development of video processing algorithms and software for the detection of gray whales
in infrared video and the detection and classification of reef fish in underwater videos.

